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Title:
Francisca Gallardo vs. Hermenegilda S. Morales

Facts:
Francisca  Gallardo,  the  plaintiff  and  appellee,  filed  a  claim  against  Hermenegilda  S.
Morales, the defendant and appellant, leading to a decision on February 3, 1956, by the
Court of First Instance of Manila. The court ruled in favor of Gallardo, ordering Morales to
pay PHP 7,000.00. Subsequently, a writ of execution was issued, prompting the garnishment
of the same amount from an insurance payout due to Morales from the Capital Insurance &
Surety Co., Inc., following the death of her husband by assassination.

The insurance was a personal accident policy payable upon death by murder, assault, or
attempt thereof. Morales contested the garnishment under Rule 39, section 12, subdivision
(k), of the Philippines Rules of Court, claiming an exemption from execution because she
believed the policy to fall  under the category of  life insurance.  The sheriff  denied the
exemption request, and Morales’ motion to declare the sum exempt was also denied by the
lower court, leading to the appeal before the Supreme Court.

Procedurally, the case moved from the initial court decision to the execution of the writ
against the insurance payout, followed by Morales’ administrative and judicial attempts to
claim the exemption which were rejected at each step, culminating in the appeal to the
highest court.

Issues:
The central  legal  issue was whether a personal  accident insurance policy that  insures
against death as a result of murder or assault is a life insurance, thereby qualifying for
exemption from execution under Philippines law.

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court of the Philippines reversed the lower court’s decision, holding that such
a personal accident insurance policy does, in fact, qualify as life insurance for the purposes
of exemption from execution. The Court extensively cited legal authorities supporting the
notion that accident insurance may be considered life insurance, especially when the policy
covers loss of life. They emphasized a liberal interpretation of exemption statutes to fulfill
their humane purpose of protecting beneficiaries’ proceeds from creditors.

Doctrine:
The key doctrine established is that accident insurance covering death by murder or assault
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can be considered a form of life insurance, thus fitting within the exemption from execution
for life insurance proceeds. The Supreme Court insisted on a liberal construction of such
exemptions to effectuate the legislative intent of protecting family members from financial
burdens after the policyholder’s death.

Class Notes:
Key Elements:
– Life insurance and accident insurance distinctions
– Exemptions from execution under Philippine law

Excerpt of Relevant Legal Provision:
“…exempting from execution ‘All moneys, benefits, privileges, or annuities accruing or in
any manner growing out of any life insurance…'”

Application:
In this case, the Supreme Court applied the provision by broadening the definition of life
insurance to include policies providing for death benefits due to murder or assault, thereby
exempting these proceeds from execution.

Historical Background:
This  decision  reflects  the  Judiciary’s  role  in  interpreting  statutory  exemptions  and
emphasizes the intention behind such laws to protect the proceeds of insurance policies
meant to support the bereaved families of policyholders, ensuring such funds remain outside
the reach of creditors.


